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Abstract—In camouflage image foreground will be hidden in
the background image. Camouflage images can be natural and
artificial. Detection of such hidden objects becomes difficult for a
machine vision system and takes much time to detect and
recognize whereas it is not difficult for Human Perception.
Detection process involves two phases; feature search that helps
in grasping the characteristic entities of an image like colour,
shape, texture, pattern etc., and conjunction search which is
useful for recognition of clues from multiple features. The
background of the camouflage image may be uniform or
non-uniform characteristic entities. Different operations can be
performed on characteristic entities to make the background
disappear in order to detect the foreground image. In this paper,
survey on DE camouflaging methods and framework is proposed
to detect objects in camouflage environments. Under this
framework, textural smoothing followed by statistical
characteristics is used to detect the camouflaged objects that will
show a better performance based on statistical features.
De-camouflaging can be used in war field, where soldiers hide
themselves from the enemies with the texture similar to that of
their background and decamouflaging is used to reveal the
camouflages in the background
Keywords—Texture Smoothing, DWT, GLCM, Statistical
Characteristics

1. INTRODUCTION
Object detection is very simple and less time consuming
for human vision applications where as it is tedious and time
consuming in the case of machine vision applications under
camouflaged environment due to stochastic nature of scene.
Detection in such environment is a challenging problem and
that will have potential applications. Basically camouflage
environment can be divided into two ways, one is artificial
and another one is natural. In the case of artificial, we can
assess the camouflage whereas in natural, it is highly
impossible to assess due to randomness in the scene.
Assessment of camouflage can be done in natural
camouflage environment with the support of statistical
models. Object detection in camouflaged one is often used in
different applications by considering a scene or image
sequence. Image sequence considered may be a camouflaged
one, consisting of foreground and background images [20].
The background image is comprised of static pixels
associated with stationary and rest of pixels belonging to
non-stationary objects. Each pixel provides information for
characterizing either background or foreground. Many
changes may be encountered in the background as the time
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advances. The background is represented by features at each
pixel extracted from the image sequence called image
features. Such features are classified as spectral, spatial and
temporal features [20]. Spatial and spectral features
characterize the presence of static background pixels and
recent studies revealed that the temporal features explain
about dynamic background pixels. Many methods have been
developed for background modeling but fail to represent the
complex background consist of both stationary and
non-stationary objects [20]. Some of natural camouflage
objects detection areas like Detection in reconnaissance
system is an important aspect in military war environment
and Detection of insects when they try to get camouflage
while moving in different natural environment [2] etc.
In 1995 first method suggested was motion camouflage
i.e. animals hide from hunter to save themselves [1]. Some
animals use counter-shading to hide i.e. in image flat
intensity function rather convex [2]. If it is possible to
develop a mathematical model for the counter- shading then
breaking of camouflage is simple but the mathematical
convexity operator can’t break the camouflage completely
[2]. Meirav Galun suggested texture based segmentation [3]
methods and their statistical characteristics in object
detection. Civilian applications like manufacturing industry
with automation, surgery in medical field etc., detection in
camouflaged images system constitutes an important part.
The Identification of mingled foreground and camouflaged
regions are at different conditions like natural and artificial
environments are extensively considered to mitigate the
problems in computer vision applications. Many researches
are going on these approaches like using came up with
different sort of solutions based on characteristic entity
based, colour entropy, region based pattern based, classifier
based, divergence and background modeling etc. to model a
full pledged adaptive model based system for detecting
object under camouflage environment due to random
characteristic entities (like colour, structure, texture and
shape e.t.c.)[20]. These things motivated us to overcome
some of the problems. The objective is towards the
development of a method completely based on smoothing
entities there after statistical characterization of decomposed
camouflaged image.
In general the environments like farm fields the crop is
effected by insects which are mingled or hide in by similar
colors with crop textures. So detecting insects by farmers is
difficult in order to minimize the effect in crop production.
Also in military environments like enemy soldiers hide with
different textures as per the background conditions to do
their responsibilities under
different war environments
(like: green fields, forest,
desert and sea etc) to hide from
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enemies. So the problem can be overcome by the following
constructive approach consist of steps like:1) Reading the
images form source data base (camopedia) 2) smoothing the
characteristic entities like colour, texture e.t.c. 3) Subdivide
the equalized image in to different levels in order to evaluate
the local statistical features. 4) Evaluate the texture feature
from the decomposed image to identify the seed point by
taking maximum sum of feature set. 5) Detecting with seed
point based region growing approach in image
Source
data
base

Smoothing
characteristic
Entities

changes in image intensity over a minute value due to the
image is having both BG and FG are almost similar in
intensity[9]. Relative Total variation is applied in the
approach in order to normalize the statistical data in image
sequence due to sudden and once-off changes there after
getting features of decomposed image using wavelet
transform [10]. Using the set of statistical features the
classification of foreground and background can be done
thereby the camouflaged object is identified.
3. METHODS TO IDENTIFY CAMOUFLAGED
OBJECTS

Image
Decomposition
Statistical Feature
Evolution
Camouflaged
Object Detection

Figure 1 Generalized block diagram to detect object
The main approach of this paper is to model a framework
to detect object in camouflaged images and also able to apply
on different kinds of images. We constructed a frame work in
order to detect camouflage object. The framework consists of
a combination of
smoothing characteristic entities in
camouflage image and statistical characteristics evaluation
in decomposed images of different kinds like dimensions,
intensity information e.t.c. The recognition can be done in
many ways the generalized model is shown in figure 1. In
order to smooth characteristic entities, Relative Total
Variation is applied [4] and Image decomposition is chosen
to decompose in to constituent parts to apply the statistics as
it is need of local information context. [3, 8, and 12].
2. SCOPE OF APPROACH
There are various methods using different algorithms that are
used for background modeling for object detection like
Kalman method, Single Gaussian, Mixture of Gaussian,
colour and gradient methods, Local Structure, Optical Flow
and Non-Parametric. All these methods use either of spatial,
spectral and temporal features for background representation
and lack in accuracy during object detection and degree of
colour entropy is high [20]. None of the developed methods
use all the three types of features to represent the background
i.e complex backgrounds with both stationary and
non-stationary objects are not yet been created using the
previously developed methods which needs updating of
background due to sudden and once-off changes[20]. Also at
different circumstances and dimensions with intensity
information making use of inherent variations in intensity
and Relative Total Variation, seed point obtained from
decomposition and co-occurrence features of statistical
phenomena [10, 13] it is possible to detect the objects in
camouflage images. The approach in this work is constructed
and characterized with the help of multi resolution analysis,
statistical characteristics; region growing by maximum
intensity distance [4] given by D. Kroon and by discontinuity
based segmentation invented to determine the sudden
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A) Identification Using Wavelet Coefficients and
Statistical Features: There are different techniques to
identify camouflaged objects but only few like: Convexity
based and pattern based meet the requirements but there is no
single point of solution so here contributing towards
solution. In the proposed one selected fixed window
approach has methods like multi resolution analysis,
statistical characteristics based seed block selection and
traditional region growing approach. In multi resolution
analysis so many efficient and advanced decomposition
techniques are available but in this analysis we are using the
method proposed by Daubechies. Daubechies wavelets
frequently used in solving different types of problems, e.g.
self-similarity properties, and signal discontinuities, etc. The
co-occurrence wavelet coefficients of sub blocks in resized
image of I(p, q) [3] are highly correlated with each other and
the similarity is due to the different features between the
lines, edges and corners, textural patterns, shapes and size of
objects. The joint probability gray level function in two
dimension is known as the co-occurrence matrix c(p, q),[13]
it is used to illustrate the spatial similarity between the
coefficients in wavelets to extract statistical characteristics.
We know the GLCM and its features variants which were
suggested by Harlick in 1973. From the intensity level
correlated data measuring the features with following
quantitative approaches.
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These feature values given in equation 1 are normalized in
either with linear approach or logarithmic approach based on
their outcomes ranges. An optimal edge detection approach
is chosen to detect wide range of sudden variations in
intensity instead of sobel and prewitt because of less number
of sudden changes in image intensities also verified with
canny edge methods which is one of the optimum solution,
then applying region growing based on maximum Intensity
distance measure. The functional flow of this approach is
shown in figure3.1. The simulation results will depict how
the objects are detected in coming sections.

applying region growing using maximum intensity distance
method and edge detection of object using traditional
methods. Finally the object detection is found to be
satisfactory but the drawback is fixed window technique and
the method has a drawback when different characteristics
entities (specially texture)

Input Image

Image Dimensions and Divide image into sub image
blocks of size differently
Apply 2-D DWT on each sub image block and Get
coefficients vector
Calculation of WCF’s and Seed block selection
Apply region growing algorithm (Maximum Intensity
distance method) and Edge detection (canny) to highlight
target
Target detected image
Figure 3.1: Flow chart of object detection system
Figure 3.3: Profiles of statistical coefficient features
and Target highlighted image

(a)
(b)
Figure 3.2 :(a) Original image of size 180x150x3,(b)
Resized image of size 512 x512
The Constructive approach is initially image is resized with
interpolation in order to suitable for algorithm for any kind of
dimensions like 512x512, 256x256 and 312x256 e.t.c. After
resizing the image is to be subdivided into non overlapping
segments like:
Process of making sub-block Algorithm:
Step1: A=0; p=1; q=32; r=1; s=32;
Step2: for i=1:16
Step3: if (i>1) p,q,r and s updated by 32;
Step4:forj=1:16
d(:,:,i, j)=b(p:q,r:s);A=A+1;sub_image(:,:,A)=d(:,:,i, j);
Each segment (non-overlapping sub block) is to be
decomposed using two-dimensional wavelets for
Multiresolution analysis. After decomposition each subblock
features are added thereafter highest sum block is treated as
seed block and center pel is seed point . The statistical
features of these 256 sub blocks profile as represented in
figure 3.3 illustrates the sporadic and non sporadic blocks in
camouflage image there by with the help of seed point
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B) Identification using Texture measures: Statistical
characterization based approach for the detection of object in
camouflaged region for computer vision applications is not
accurate because some clusters which are of not interested
were recognized with the objects. The analysis of clusters
identification was observed by testing on different kinds of
camouflaged images. To mitigate these problems of fixed
window length based statistical features approach considered
the characteristics entity (especially colour, shape and
texture e.t.c) smoothing (texture) in camouflaged image
texture thereby applying the decomposed statistical features
to detect the objects. The characteristic entity (texture)
smoothing can be done like:
Algorithm for Detection after smoothing characteristic
entity:
Initialization inputs (Ground truths): η (Degree of Smooth)
0.03, σ (size of primitive element) [3x3], e (Edge
Sharpness)[0.02], N (number of iterations)[6],ε (Numerical
stability),“S” is structure and “I” is input image.
Step 1: Finding pixel wise windowed total variation W
with bivariate Gaussian window (G)
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And

W y ( p) 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

 G p,q ( y s) q

qR(p)

Step 2: Finding windowed inherent variation WI(p) by
considering absolute value in step1 which can give overall
spatial variation because pixel wise total variation can be
positive or negative.
WI ( p )  abs (Wx ( p ))

W ( p)  abs (W ( p))

I
y
and
Step 3: Removing texture from an image by non linear
weighting equation modelled by
[W, u]=W/ (WI+ ε)
Step 4: For stability of this nonlinear weighting equation
the equation was decomposed in to linear equation parts by a
iterative optimization procedure as (1+ η LN) e=I Here L is
weight matrix from W, u
“S” is structure “I” is input
L consist of W, u and discrete gradient operators along
horizontal and vertical with forward difference to
approximate gradients
Step 5: The resultant texture normalized image is applied
to statistical characterizer to detect object in camouflaged
image
The algorithm mainly involved with sparse
diagonalization and conditioned conjugate gradient methods
to solve linear models form weights of characteristic entity.
By applying the characteristic entity smoothing with
statistical characterization, the detection of object in
camouflaged image analyzed under different environments
like:
x

y

The above discussed methods for object detection under
camouflaged images and corresponding algorithms were
simulated in Matlab (7.7). The input images may be colour
or gray scale is of any resolution. These images contain
different categories of targets such as insects, soldiers in
desert war environment, soldier in grass fields, camouflaged
tankers, aero planes, birds and statues which are collected to
verify the detection performance of the method (A) and
method (B)
The analysis of object detection using Method (A)
Target Extracted Image

(a)

(b)

(c)
The analysis of object detection using Method (B)

(a)

Figure (4):(a) camouflage soldier in desert environment
detection using statistical features from method A and
detection by smoothing texture measures from method
B. (b) camouflage Aero Plane detection using statistical
features from method A and detection by smoothing
texture measures from method B. (c) camouflage soldier
in grass fields detection using statistical features from
method A and detection by smoothing texture measures
from method B.

(b)

The performance analysis of these two methods to detect
camouflaged objects assessed by regular metrics for image
segmentation like precession and recall from true positives,
true negatives, false positives and false negatives[6,7,8,9] in
target extracted outputs shown in figure(4). The test images
corresponding statistical features using method A and
method B are listed in tabular representation in table(1)

(c)
Figure 3.4 Input images (a) Camouflage Soldier (b)
Camouflage Aero Plane (c) Camouflage Soldier in Grass
Fields
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Image

Seed
Block

Seed
Point

Co
ntr
ast
750

Cluster
shade

Cluster
prominence
1.436e+0
14

Camoufl107
(209,
1.287e+0
aged
337)
11
soldiers
in desert
Camoufl122
(299, 387 1.279e+0 3.039e+0
aged
38)
11
14
soldier in
fields
The constructive approach on different environments shows
the result
Aero
113
(113,115)
87
2.9077e 1.4506
plane
+011
e+014
Bird
113
(119, 205) 302 1.480e+ 3.6802
011
e+011
Statu
203
(237, 205) 209
1.4434e 2.0414
e
+011
e+014
Ship
117
(233, 373) 335 3.336e+ 8.6129
010
e+012
Table 1: Statistical features of different kinds of
camouflage images
Performance analysis:
The image segmentation of object detection approach
performance can be analysed in many ways like standard
measures, distance measures and similarity measures.
Standard measures are the best suitable ones in comparison
with similarity and distance in case of camouflaged approach
because foreground and background pixels are of same
characteristic entities(like: intensity colour and texture e.t.c).
To access the performance here considered three indices
from standard measures are Precision Recall and F-Measure
[19] which are depending on confusion matrix entries.

The performance analysis of method A and method B
defines that it is necessary that smoothing of characteristic
entity and statistics of smoothed entity gives better detection
than that of method A. Both of the methods gives satisfactory
results on several kinds of images but if the intermittent is
more in camouflaged image, then method B is better
compared with method A.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE SCOPE
In the proposed work mainly developed a constructive
approach to mitigate the problems in conditions like
camouflage and the proposed one tested on different kinds of
images to validate the method. Multiresolution based
approach is chosen because it has wide range of properties
and gives potential solution in target detection applications.
Wavelet coefficient feature of sub blocks are used as profile
to identify the seed point in this implementation. Also
implemented a characteristic entity (texture) smoothed and
their statistical features to detect object in camouflaged
images more effectively. Performance analysis of the
algorithms verified on images of arbitrary dimensions,
intensities variations on images , and pertaining to various
conditions and the solutions are acceptable. In future the
resizing and decomposition levels are depend on size of the
target and also dimension of image with many informative
objects mingled in image are considerable research work to
carry a object detection methods in an optimum detection.
Depends on feature sets and multiple target detection is also
a challenging problem in camouflage image.
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